INTRODUCTION

Caffeine is a pharmacologically active alkaloid of the group of methylxanthines (34). It is a liposoluble substance absorbed quickly and efficiently through the gastrointestinal tract with 100% bioavailability (26). It is present in many types of foods such as chocolate, teas, energetic drinks and coffee, the latter being the main source of this substance (4, 9). It is considered the most used psychoactive substance in the world and about 80% of the population makes daily use (7).

Some authors have demonstrated an inverse association between coffee intake related to several inflammatory diseases (1, 12) mortality and markers of inflammation (20), although not all the studies are consistent (21). Coffee consumption has also been associated with a reduced risk of many chronic diseases, including type 2 diabetes mellitus, Parkinson’s disease, and liver diseases (15, 18, 25, 31). Furthermore it has been awarded a lipolytic action of caffeine, contributing to the reduction of hepatic steatosis in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (33). Recently, caffeine consumption has been linked to decreased levels of liver enzymes and lower risk of fibrosis in patients with hepatitis C (HCV) (11, 19, 22, 29) virus.

The present study aimed to evaluate the association of caffeine consumption and inflammatory activity or the degree of liver fibrosis in patients with HCV in a public tertiary care hospital in Southern Brazil.

METHODS

This was a cross-sectional study, in which the convenience sample comprised patients with HCV with or without cirrhosis. It from July 2012 to May 2013, at the Gastroenterology Outpatient Unit in Hospital Santa Casa de Porto Alegre - RS, Brasil.

Patients were consecutively included, considering those over 18 years and those with chronic infection with HCV, defined by a positive anti-HCV test and confirmation of viremia checking the RNA-HCV. All patients underwent liver biopsy in a maximum period of 36 months before study entry.
We excluded patients with present or past alcohol abuse (80g/day)(24), and those coinfected with hepatitis B or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Patients were individually interviewed and caffeine consumption was assessed by a questionnaire. The habitual consumption of caffeine in the last 5 years prior to the liver biopsy was considered. Daily intake of caffeine was calculated as described by Andrade JB et al.(2) and Fredholm BB et al.(10).

The age of the patients was analyzed according to percentiles (p25/p50/p75). Anthropometric data comprised weight, height and body mass index (BMI) calculated by the formula weight/height² (36). Patients were not under any nutritional intervention.

Anti-HCV antibodies were detected by ELISA III, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Abbott Axsym System N.Chicago/IL, USA). Subsequently, microparticle enzyme immunoassay (MEIA) was performed, followed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in real time. Liver biopsy was performed as part of the protocol for assessing the indication of treatment of HCV, using the Metavir(3) score for staging. The presence of cirrhosis was assessed by clinical, laboratory and image methods, and histopathological ones when needed.

This research protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee and presented minimal risk to patients. All patients signed an informed consent form for participation in the study.

The first step of the analysis was to check the distribution of the variables and recoding. For descriptive data analysis means, standard deviations, frequency distributions and percentages were used. Bivariate analyses were used for quantitative (averaging and comparison of averages or t test) and qualitative variables (chi-square). To compare caffeine consumption between sex and skin color, Mann-Whitney test was used.

The association between continuous variables with caffeine consumption was assessed with Spearman correlation coefficient (rs). For controlling of confounding factors to explain the degree of liver fibrosis, multiple linear regression analysis was applied.

For this study, P<0.05 was adopted as statistically significant. The processing and data analysis was performed using SPSS, version 18.0.

RESULTS

A total of 113 patients with HCV were included; 67 (59.3%) females, 48 (42.5%) aged 52 to 62 years old, and 101 (89.4%) were white (Table 1).

The average caffeine intake was 251.41 ± 232.32 mg/day, and 70 (62%) patients consumed up to 250 mg/day of caffeine. The patients reported regular consumption of caffeine and unmodified intake in the last 5 years.

There was a significant inverse association between caffeine intake and age (rs=-0.394, P<0.001) (Figure 1). There was no significant association between caffeine consumption and BMI (P=0.891).

Regarding inflammatory activity on liver biopsy, 45 (40.2%) patients were classified as A2 - moderate by Metavir score (Table 2). There was no statistically significant association with measured caffeine consumption according to inflammatory activity (P=0.942).

Regarding the degree of liver fibrosis, 39 (34.5%) patients were cirrhotics (Table 2). When the caffeine consumption was analyzed according to different degrees of liver fibrosis it was observed that the higher the caffeine intake, the lower the degree of liver fibrosis (P=0.01).

These data were repeated in direct correlation analysis, observing that there was no association between caffeine consumption and inflammatory activity (rs=-0.072; P=0.451) but it was associated with liver fibrosis (rs=-0.338; P<0.001) (Figure 2).
In multiple linear regression analysis, after adjustment for age, sex, skin color and caffeine to explain the degree of fibrosis, age remained a risk factor associated with the degree of fibrosis ($\beta=0.348$, $P<0.001$). Caffeine levels were borderline in relation to the degree of fibrosis ($\beta=-0.153$, $P=0.106$).

**DISCUSSION**

The data in this study demonstrated an inverse relationship between caffeine intake and liver fibrosis, but no association with inflammatory activity was observed.

Several studies in the literature have suggested the beneficial effect of coffee among individuals with chronic liver disease, identifying an inverse association between inflammatory activity, fibrosis and caffeine consumption. So far, no one knows for sure if coffee affects spontaneous HCV seroconversion or the response to HCV therapy among chronically-infected patients.

Metabolic effects of caffeine responsible for liver protection are uncertain and it is suggested that an antioxidant effect could be beneficial.

In the present study, no association between inflammatory activity and caffeine was observed. These findings are corroborated by the study of Modi et al., which also found no association between inflammatory activity and caffeine.

As for the progression of fibrosis it has been suggested that increasing intake of coffee is associated with a lower risk of advanced fibrosis. Thus, it is suggested that coffee antifibrogenic may have some mechanism that could prevent progression of the disease.

Any treatment modality that may potentially prevent the progression of fibrosis in chronic liver disease, especially if it confers few adverse effects, has the potential to improve morbidity and mortality. In this sense, a Norwegian population-based study demonstrated an inverse relationship between coffee consumption and mortality in cirrhotic patients.

Freedman et al. demonstrated in a prospective study with 766 patients that the higher caffeine consumption is associated with lower degrees of fibrosis in patients with chronic liver disease, especially those with chronic HCV infection. Other studies confirmed these results.

In this study, patients who consumed a larger amount of caffeine per day had more mild fibrosis and the ones who consumed lower amounts presented more advanced fibrosis. Freedman et al. has suggested that the beneficial effect requires caffeine consumption above a threshold equivalent to about two cups of coffee per day ($\geq 222$ mg of caffeine).

We observed an inverse association between mean age and the degree of liver fibrosis, the youngest being those with less fibrosis, probably due to the shorter length of disease progression. Importantly, the progression of fibrosis...
depends on several factors, such as age over 40 years at the time of infection, consumption of alcohol above 80g/day, being male, among others(27). The analysis of these factors is relevant, since the degree of fibrosis could be related to some of these, and not the consumption of caffeine. In the present work, we observed that caffeine cannot yet be considered a statistically independent factor to explain the degree of fibrosis. Although patients did not report changes in patterns of caffeine intake over time, this result may not accurately reflect the consumption during the progression of liver disease, which may be considered as a limitation of the study. Nevertheless, the assessment of caffeine consumption was performed following previously published literature.

In conclusion, the higher caffeine intake was associated with a lower degree of liver fibrosis in HCV-infected patients. There was no association between caffeine consumption and inflammatory activity.
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RESUMO – Contexto – O consumo de cafeína tem sido relacionado à diminuição dos níveis de enzimas hepáticas e menor risco de fibrose em pacientes portadores do vírus da hepatite C. Objetivo – O presente estudo tem por objetivo avaliar a associação do consumo da cafeína com a atividade inflamatória e o grau de fibrose hepática em pacientes com infecção pelo vírus da hepatite C. Métodos – Estudo transversal, constituído por pacientes com infecção pelo vírus da hepatite C atendidos no ambulatório de Gastroenterologia do Complexo Hospitalar Santa Casa (Porto Alegre – Brasil). Os pacientes foram entrevistados e avaliados individualmente quanto ao consumo de cafeína e antropometria. A biópsia hepática foi realizada em um período de no máximo 36 meses antes da inclusão no estudo. Resultados – Foram avaliados 113 pacientes, sendo 67 (59,3%) do sexo feminino, 48 (42,5%) apresentavam idade entre 52 e 62 anos, e 101 (89,4%) eram de cor branca. O consumo médio de cafeína foi de 251,41 ± 232,32 mg/dia, sendo que 70 (62%) pacientes consumiam até 250 mg/dia de cafeína. Não houve associação entre o consumo de cafeína e a atividade inflamatória na biópsia hepática. Por outro lado, quando avaliada a associação entre o consumo de cafeína e fibrose hepática observou-se relação inversa. Conclusões – O maior consumo de cafeína apresentou associação com menor grau de fibrose hepática. Não houve associação entre o consumo de cafeína e a atividade inflamatória.
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